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Comments I strongly object to this application as I did the last as it is extremely unacceptable for anyone to feel
that this monster of a plant should be built on the said site. Firstly to have an extra 240-400 lorry
movements everyday along our roads will create a major danger for all of the current road users as
well as causing complete gridlock to an area that already is unable to cope at times with the extra
traffic that has been created over the last few years with all the extra housing that is being built in the
area. Large lorries travelling along Church Lane/Ford Lane will put a serious danger & cause hazzard
especially turning out of Horsemare Green Lane in my opinion there will be several accidents & should
there be fatalities then WSCC should be held responsible for this should they approve this application
should it involve one of these many lorries. Secondly my understanding is also that the emissions that
this incinerator will mean that noxious & hazardous emissions will be released into our atmosphere &
these will be extremely harmful to our health in my opinion it will be far better to encourage the bigger
supermarkets to stop using so much plastic when packaging foods etc. Our NHS is already stretched
enough & putting pollution into the atmosphere will only make them more stretched dealing with the
medical conditions that this will create. Thirdly the visual impact that this monster will have on our
landscape will dominate the whole area & to have to have this plant in West Sussex to deal with other
counties waste is not what I as a West Sussex Resident want.
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